Falling Snow Lends Anti-Study Spirit
By Wanda Phears and Ann Kriegel

A “Paul Jones” loosened up an already uninhibited crowd at the sophomore’s Tijuana Stomp. Other highlights of the evening were a square dance, the Flamen-co Floor Show, and lots of good western music. Edie Cherry and Jim McCullar, Garnet Brown and Barry Moore, Sally Jo Hart and Carl Isgren “stomped.”

Street lamps and candlelight helped set “a night in New Orleans” theme for a dance held by a group of freshmen at the American Legion Hall. Carolyn Gurklis and Elliott Cox, Winona Whitwell and Owen Brown, and Marty Christopher and Bill Dix enjoyed the rock-n-roll music.

Baker Hayride
Judy Poinsett and Jim Rhodes, Betsy Miller and Alex Greenwood, and Sharon Atkins and Dick Vebig were among those who ate hot dogs and then crowded onto four wagons for the Baker hayride through Memorial Park, Sunday night.

About 175 people filled the Student Center Sunday afternoon and danced to the music of the Swilley Combo. Thanks go to the Combo for donating their music for these Sunday afternoon get-togethers.

Snow
The snow put everyone in a holiday mood Friday night for the Jones Dance. The atmosphere was a once-every-ten-years thing and Hanszen and Baker Colleges turned out to dance and enjoy it. Mary Ann Lipscomb, Tico Kean, Jack Calfee, and Mary Ragsdale were there.

For the first time in over a year, a Rice dance is being held at Sylvan Beach Pavilion. This is one of the most atmospheric places around Houston and a real treat. The Polynesian theme will be appropriately carried out at a place that overlooks the gulf. Archi-Arts is the event of the weekend.